
Message 

From: Mason, Toby (OFM - Communications) [/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN=1E3594C37993473993EBF794F7E6E 1E6-MASON, TOBY] 

Sent: 17/07/2020 15:09:24 
To: Lalley, Liz (Project Team - C-19) [liz.IaIley@gov.wales] 
Subject: FW: OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE COBR readout 

From: Mason, Toby (OFM - Communications) 

Sent: 10 May 2020 15:12 

To: Evans, Carys (Office of the First Minister) <Carys.Evans@gov.wales> 

Subject: OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE COBR readout 

CMO for England said the glass half full was that the direction of travel in every area was going in the 
right way, for example hospital admissions were consistently falling, and the R was 0.5 to 0.9 likely in 
the middle of this range. 
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information to drive localised responses, and a response function to support local authorities and 
others in their response to local outbreaks. Details were being worked through. 

NS said that Scotland were in principle very keen to be part of biosecurity centre. The SG is 
concerned that their R number is slightly higher, and leading to cautious approach. This afternoon 
they would announce a change to outside exercise removing the once, but not extend to outdoor 
leisure, considering further approaches in the coming weeks. SG are profoundly concerned about 
weakening of stay at home messages. Stressed commitment to four nations cooperation — very 
strongly committed to this with appropriate alignment. NS stressed that no one should be reading 
about others position on the front pages of the newspapers and not give the impression that 
announcements relate to the whole UK. 
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PM — agreed that Ministerial engagement should be reliable and regular — we must make sure 
we do that. As we go forward we are going to have concert and discuss the science. On the travel 
issue, he said that was why UKG were saying that — you can take exercise elsewhere, more than 
once a day — but insist on social distances and increasing the fine levels. Agreed on the message for 
stay local, no reason why that shouldn't be part of Welsh messaging, reflecting regional and national 
differentiation. On public transport, PM said that what applies on the Northern Line may be different 
for buses in the Welsh Valleys, but central message is that all public transport should be covid-safe. 

NI will set out recovery and renewal plan this week once seen PMs. Also a welcome for the 
biosecurity centre. The whole point of devolution is that we can react locally. Need to deal with 
attempts to say that if there are differences then the four nations approach is breaking down. Need to 
emphasise this. 

NS came back in to say that the Scotland message is to stay at home, not encouraging people 
to go out to work. Text messages and marketing should not appear in Scotland that cuts across 
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Scottish messaging. PM responded that nothing will appear in Scotland that will cut across the stay at 
home messages. 

UK director of communications Alex Aiken — we will listen to what has been said very carefully 
and take on board. Communications has to be based on plan and science. We need to reflect on the 
fact that comms has worked, but also learn from this. We are seeing reduction in compliance, and 
polling and research shows weariness. So right time to change and adapt. Stay alert encourages 
people to change behaviour and permissions, it has polled well. Monday into Tuesday we will start 
national advertising to start to change behaviours, This is all about building the right behaviours and 
confidence, and this will shape the mo. 

NS reiterated that they would not be moving to stay alert messages — like an assurance there 
will not be paid for ads on TV and elsewhere in Scotland— this will undermine SG messaging, PM said 
they will deconflict messaging as far as possible. We can move forward as four nations. Now is the 
moment to recalibrate messaging — all we are doing today is going back to the original advice from 
March 23 and getting ready for a covid-compliant world. We need to work together to make sure our 
businesses, schools and transport systems are ready and we work together to do this with 
stakeholders. The battle against covid will be intelligence and data let, we have had paucity of data 
until now. 

PM briefly referred to the measures on the borders — we need to prevent reinfection in this 
country as we drive R down — and will be important we do that in a way that does not damage our 
ability to trade, and work together to get the package right, come in from end of the month. 

ends 
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